Strongly sequential constructor systems admit a very e cient algorithm to compute normal forms. Thatte found a transformation that allows us to simulate any orthogonal system with a constructor system. Unfortunately, this transformation does not generally preserve strong sequentiality. On the other hand, the class of forward-branching systems contains the class of strongly sequential constructor systems. Moreover, it admits a reduction algorithm similar to the reduction algorithm of the strongly sequential constructor class. In this article, we present a new transformation which transforms any forward-branching system into a strongly sequential constructor system. The size of the system increases only modestly over that of the original one in many practical situation. We give an algorithm for this transformation and we prove its correctness and completeness. The new system is then proved to be equivalent to the input system, with respect to the behavior and the semantics.
Introduction
Term rewriting systems (TRS for short) are of a great interest for a number of applications involving computing with equations. Orthogonal TRSs which ensure con uent reductions but not necessarily termination, form a good framework for programming with rewrite systems. A TRS consists of a set of rewrite rules of the form L ! R. The evaluation of a term with a TRS consists of repeatedly replacing redexes (a redex is an instance of a left-hand side) of the input term by the corresponding right-hand sides. This process, called reduction, stops if the normal form exists and is reached. For a term having a normal form there may be in nite sequences of reductions, thus not leading to the normal form.
The class of strongly sequential term rewriting systems (SS) was de ned by Huet & L vy HL91]. Strongly sequential systems admit an e cient one-step reduction strategy; strong sequentiality is decidable HL91], but is conjectured to be NP-complete KM91] .
The class of forward-branching systems (FB) introduced by Strandh Str88] is a subclass of SS. Strandh proved that in FB, outermost evaluation can be preserved while still doing innermost stabilization (computing strong head-normal forms), leading to an e cient strategy for sequences of reductions Str88]. Furthermore, Durand has proved that the forward-branching property can be decided in quadratic time Dur94] .
Thatte demonstrated the possibility of simulating an orthogonal TRS with a left-linear constructor system obtained from the original system via a simple syntactic transformation Tha85]. Unfortunately, this transformation does not always preserve orthogonality nor strong sequentiality. The class of constructor equivalent systems (CE), for which strong sequentiality is preserved by Thatte's transformation, is a subclass of FB DS93, DS94] .
In this paper, we present a new transformation which allows us to simulate any forward-branching system with a strongly sequential constructor system. This new constructor system is generated from the index tree (automaton driving the reduction algorithm) of the original system.
Terminology and Notation
We mainly follow the terminology of HL91] and KM91]. Let F n be a set of function symbols of arity n, F = S fF n jn 0g, and V a denumerable set of variable symbols. Our expression language is the set M(F ; V ) of rst order terms formed from F and V de ned as follows: A substitution is a mapping from T to T satisfying (F(M 1 ; : : :; M n )) = F( (M 1 ); : : :; (M n )). So, is determined by its restriction to the set of variables V .
We use term rewriting system (TRS for short) for any set of pairs of terms L i ! R i such that V (R i ) V (L i ) where V (M) is the set of variables appearing in M. We write Red to denote the set of left-hand sides L i of . For any substitution and N 2 Red , (N) is called a redex of . An occurrence u of a term M is called a redex occurrence if M=u is a redex of . We write R (M) to denote the set of redex occurrences in the term M. A term such that R (M) = ; is said to be in -normal form. From now on we will assume that the TRS is xed and drop the subscript except when needed.
We say that the term M reduces to N at occurrence u using rule L i ! R i i there exists a substitution such that M=u = (L i ) (i.e. M=u is a redex) and N = M u (R i )]. We write M ! N when M reduces to N. We use ! to denote the re exive and transitive closure of !.
De nition 1 A TRS is orthogonal i it satis es the two followingconstraints: The second condition is also called nonoverlapping condition. Rosen showed that for orthogonal TRSs the relation ! is con uent (has the Church-Rosser property) Ros73] . In this article, we restrict ourselves to the class of orthogonal TRSs.
To represent a partial lack of knowledge of a term, we use -terms, i.e. terms where the new nullary function symbol can occur. Let T be the set of these -terms. Let us consider the pre x ordering on T de ned by: M for all M 2 T , F(M 1 ; : : :; M n ) F(N 1 ; : : :; N n ) i M i N i for 1 i n, x x for each variable. All the previously de ned operations on terms are obviously extended toterms. Furthermore, for two -terms M and N, if M P and N P for some -term P, then M and N are said to be compatible, which is written M " N. 
Strongly Sequential Systems
De nition 4 Let P be a monotonic predicate on T . An occurrence u of M is said to be an index of P in M if and only if M=u = and 8N such that M N, P(N) = true implies N=u 6 = . Then P is sequential at M if and only if whenever P(M) = false, and 9N M such that P(N) = true, it follows that there exists an index of P in M.
Notation: Let M and N be two -terms. We write M ! ? N i N = M u T] for some redex occurrence u 2 R(M ) and some -term T.
The relation ! ? corresponds to reduction with arbitrary right-hand sides at every reduction step and is called arbitrary reduction. We can now de ne the predicate nf ? as follows: nf ? (M) = true i 9N in normal form such that M ! ? N.
De nition 5 An orthogonal system is strongly sequential i the predicate nf ? is sequential at any M in -normal form. We write I (M) to denote the set of indexes of nf ? in M.
The strongly sequential class is denoted by SS. From now on, an index of nf ? will simply be called an index. It is easy to decide whether an occurrence of an -term is an index, but deciding whether a TRS is strongly sequential is not a trivial matter HL91]. It is conjectured that deciding strong sequentiality is NP-complete KM91].
Index Trees
Huet & L vy also de ned strongly sequential systems in terms of the existence of a matching DAG HL91]. Durand proved that the index tree introduced by Strandh Str88] is an equivalent de nition of the matching DAG Dur94]. We now recall the de nition of an index tree.
De nition 6 An -term M is a potential redex i there exists N; T such that M N; N ! ? T and T is a redex. u 2 O(M ) is a potential redex occurrence i M=u is a potential redex. An -term is in strong head normal form i it is not a potential redex.
Potential redexes are also called soft terms KM91]. An -term is a potential redex if there is a way to re ne it and then arbitrarily reduce it so it becomes a redex. Intuitively, the root symbol of an -term M in strong head normal form cannot change even if M is re ned and arbitrarily reduced. ]. In addition to the transfer function, we de ne a failure function , designed so that (s) = t if and only if t is the immediate failure point of s. For both the initial and the nal states, the failure function is unde ned. For a nal state, the transition function is unde ned.
An example of an index tree is given on gure 1. We can note that the transfer function is deterministic. Thus, not all index points are accessibles from the initial state ( ; ) via transfer transitions only. From now on, we will always denote the initial state by s 0 . With the following theorem, we can relate strongly sequential systems to index tree.
Theorem 12 Dur94] Let be an orthogonal system. is strongly sequential i there exists an index tree for Red.
Lemma 13 Let be a strongly sequential system, and let I be a index tree for Red. 2 C if and only if 8s 2 I such that is de ned, we have (s) = ( ; ). PROOF (() Let s 2 I such that is de ned, and let t 2 I such that 9F 2 F such that (t; F) = s. As (s) = ( ; ), it follows from de nition 10 that 
Forward-Branching Systems
In an index tree, some states may not be reachable from the initial state ( ; ) via transfer transitions only, because the index tree is deterministic. This led Strandh to de ne the class of forward-branching systems Str88].
De nition 14 An index tree is said to be forward-branching i every state of the index tree can be reached via transfer transitions only from the initial state.
The index tree of gure 1 is clearly a forward-branching index tree.
De nition 15 A system is forward-branching i there exists a forwardbranching index tree for Red.
The forward-branching class is denoted by FB. We have the following property in a forward-branching index tree.
Lemma 16 Str89] In a forward-branching index tree, two index points (M; u) and (M; v) where u 6 = v cannot exist.
Given an index tree, we deduce from the lemma 16 that the extension occurrence part of an index point is fully determined by its -term part. So, by abuse of notation, we will consider only the -term part of the index point. We de ne a new partial order on index points.
De nition 17 Let S and T be two index points. S < T if and only if there
exists a non-empty sequence of index points (S = P 1 ; : : :; P n = T) such that 8i; 1 i < n; 9F 2 F such that (P i ; F) = P i+1 .
Lemma 18 If S < T then S T.
PROOF Obvious. 2
The following lemma will be used in the next section.
Lemma 19 Let (M; u) be an index point of a forward-branching index tree I . Lemma 21 FB SS .
PROOF Every forward-branching index tree is an index tree (de nition 14). So, every forward-branching system is strongly sequential by theorem 12.
The system fF (G (A; x) In this section, we present an algorithm for transforming a forward-branching system into a strongly sequential constructor system. Our algorithm reports failure when the input system is not forward-branching. We illustrate the algorithm with an example and prove its correctness and completeness. Finally, we prove the equivalence of behavior between the input and output systems. The bulk of the transformation work is done by three procedures: ForwardBranching, FindDT and Transform. Forward-Branching builds a (generalized) index tree for Red. FindDT makes use of this tree to nd a di erentiatingterm (see below). Transform replaces all the instances of this di erentiatingterm in Red, which suppress some nonconstructor symbols within the left-hand sides; nally, it adds a new rule to collapse the terms which were recognized in the original system but are not recognized anymore. Then the new TRS needs to be processed recursively by Transform.
An Example
Before proceeding with the details of the algorithm, we rst illustrate the transformation process on the following example. We will show the e ect of these procedures after each step of the transformation. Let = fH (G(A; A; x); A) ! A; H(G(A; x; A); B) ! B; G(B; B; B) ! Cg. Given , the Forward-Branching procedure builds an index tree for Red. Such an index tree is given in gure 1. When representing index trees, we show failure transitions only if they lead to a state di erent from the initial state. 
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Figure 1: A forward-branching index tree for Red Analyzing this index tree, FindDT nds that T = G(A; ; ) is a di erentiating -term of Red . Transform creates a new symbol G 1 which is of same arity as G, and creates a new -term R = G 1 (A; ; ); it nds instances of T in H(G(A; A; x); A) and H(G(A; x; A); B) of Red, and then replace the symbol G by G 1 . We obtain the partial system fH (G 1 (A; A; x); A) ! A; H(G 1 (A; x; A); B) ! Bg which is more constructor than the original system, because we have replaced a nonconstructor symbol inside some left-hand sides by a constructor one.
We now need a rule to rewrite all subterms containing T to a term that the new system can match. Finally, Transform adds a new rule T A ! R A to
. We obtain a new forward-branching system 1 = fH (G 1 (A; A; x); A) ! A; H(G 1 (A; x; A); B) ! B; G(B; B; B) ! C; G(A; x 1 ; x 2 ) ! G 1 (A; x 1 ; x 2 )g. We then restart the process with 1 by computing the index tree shown in gure 2. ,Ω,Ω)
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Figure 2: An index tree after one step of transformation All the failure transitions of the index tree of gure 2 lead to the initial state, then Transform returns 1 , since 1 is a constructor forward-branching system (lemma 13).
Algorithm
We now provide the algorithmic formal description of the process described above. We skip the Forward-Branching procedure which is fully described in Dur92]. We just point out that this procedure fails if the input system is not forward-branching. It runs in quadratic time according to the number of symbols of the left-hand sides of the input system.
Finding a Di erentiating -Term
In this section, we will search a di erentiating -term T. This term will be put as a redex scheme in the new system. So, it should not create an overlap: T must be not compatible with other redex schemes. On the other hand, T must be su ciently small to ensure that T will collapse all proper subterms of redex schemes that should create an overlap with T. Having a forward-branching index tree, we can easily nd a di erentiating -term. The FindDT PROOF Let T, t = (P; w) and K de ned as in line 8 of the FindDT algorithm. As line 8 is reached, (t; K) is not de ned. It follows that 9N 0 2 Red such that P N 0 . Now, let N 2 Red ; N 6 = N 0 . If P and N are not compatible, then T and N are not compatible. Then P " N. Suppose that P 6 N. Then, either P and N are not comparable, which contradicts P " N; or N P, which implies N P N 0 , an overlap. We deduce that necessarily P N. Because an index tree is deterministic, it follows that root(N=w) 6 = K. So, from the construction of T, we get that T and N are not compatible. 2
Lemma 27 Let T be a di erentiating -term. 8N 2 Red 0 n Red such that T " N; T N. PROOF Let T, t = (P; w) and K de ned as in line 8 of the FindDT algorithm. As T " N and P T, we have P " N. By lemma 19, it follows that P N, and as the system is forward-branching, by property 20, we obtain that N=w 6 = .
Moreover, from construction of T, we have root(T=w) = K. Because T " N and N=w 6 = , it implies that root(N=w) = K. As P N, and from the construction of T, it follows that T N. 2
Intuitively, lemma 26 means that we can put a di erentiating -term as a redex scheme without creating an overlap at the root, whereas lemma 27 says that a di erentiating -term is a lower bound of all compatible inner functional subterms. It ensures that we collapse all inner functional subterms which would create overlaps.
On calling FindDT on the index tree of gure 1, N can be choosed among the two -subterms of redex schemes G(A; A; ) and G(A; ; A). Whichever one is chosen, we get on line 8 the index point t = (P; w) = (G( ; ; ); 1). So, K = root(N=1) = A. Then we return T = G(A; ; ) as the di erentiating -term. We can observe that both G(A; A; ) and G(A; ; A) are compatible with T. 
Transforming Forward-Branching Systems
Now, we can present the main algorithm Transform which builds a new constructor forward-branching system. This function is shown in gure 4.
The algorithm rst builds a forward-branching index tree I by calling the Forward-Branching procedure on the system (in our example, we obtain the index tree of gure 1). If the input system is not forward-branching, ForwardBranching fails and exits. Transform then constructs the set of all immediate failure points of I (f( ; ); (G( ; ; ); 1)g for our example). If contains only the initial state s 0 then is a constructor system (lemma 13), and Transform returns .
If 6 = fs 0 g, Transform nds a di erentiating -term T = F(T 1 ; : : :; T n ) by calling FindDT on I , and creates a new symbol F k of same arity as F; in our example, we obtain T = G(A; ; ) and F k = G 1 . It then replaces the root symbol F by F k in all instances of T of all left-hand sides in . It adds a new rule fT A ! (F k (T 1 ; : : :; T n )) A g to ; in our case, we get fH (G 1 (A; A; x); A) ! A; H(G 1 (A; x; A); B) ! B; G(B; B; B) ! C; G(A; x 1 ; x 2 ) ! G 1 (A; x 1 ; x 2 )g. Finally, it proceeds recursively on the new system . In our example, Forwardbranching then builds the index tree of gure 2. The new set is fs 0 g so is returned and the process stops.
Completeness and Correctness of Transform
In this section, we prove the completeness and the correctness of our algorithm. We need rst some more terminology and notation. Consider an execution of Transform on a nonconstructor forward-branching system . Let T 0 = T (resp. 0 = and Red 0 = Red ), and let T k (resp. k and Red k ) be T (resp. and Red) at the end of line 12 of the k th recursive invocation.
Let M be an -term; we write jM j to denote the number of inner functional symbols (i.e. without the root symbol) of M; jRed j stands for P Li2Red jL i j. It is easy to show that jRed j > 0. We can now easily prove the completeness of our algorithm.
Lemma 28 The algorithm Transform is complete. As jRed j is a positive integer, the algorithm Transform stops necessarily. 2 Let be max(E), where E is the set of k indices. We have the immediate following result.
Corrolary 29 is nite. Now, we can prove that our algorithm transforms any forward-branching system into a forward-branching constructor system. We rst give some more terminology and notation. Lemma 34 If k?1 is a nonconstructor forward-branching system then k is orthogonal. PROOF Since k?1 is forward-branching and nonconstructor, it is clear that line 12 is reached. On line 11, the symbol F is replaced by a new constructor symbol F k . Obviously, this replacement can not generate an overlap. On line 12, a rule is added to k?1 of which the left-hand side T A is a di erentiating term. By lemma 26, T can not overlap with a redex scheme. In the same way, T can not overlap with a functional subterm N 2 Red 0 k n Red k of a redex scheme, because otherwise this means that T " N, so T N by lemma 27; but on lines 8 to 11, the root symbol F of N is replaced by F k , which suppresses the overlap. So, k is orthogonal. 
Behavior Equivalence
In this section, we wish to show that, for every forward-branching system , the behavior of the strongly sequential constructor system (issued from by the Transform algorithm) parallels that of within the domain T . is expected to deal with terms in T which contains T We have demonstrated the possibility of simulating any forward-branching system with a constructor one. The construction is useful in many practical situations where only a small number of left-hand sides contain a few nonconstructor symbols, and hence the size of the resulting system increases only modestly over that of the original one. In the worst case, if all the original left-hand sides are made up almost entirely of functional symbols , the size of the new system could be quadratically larger than that of input system, w.r.t. the number of symbol in the left-hand sides. The equivalence between the classes of forward-branching systems and strongly sequential constructor systems was suspected for a long time because the reduction algorithms was essentially identical. This means that forward-branching systems (as a programming language) admits a less restrictive syntax as constructor systems; and enhances the interest of working on this class.
